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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOUNTING AND MAINTENANCE OF AXIAL FANS 
 
This note assembles the necessary instructions for the installation maintenance and storage together with the using limits of axial ventilators (see also the instructions 
provided by the manufacturer of the motor). 
 
The centrifugal fans equipped with electrical motors, whose instruction are referring to, are made for operating in industrial areas. This document gives consequently 
information that could be only used by qualified people. This information must be therefore completed with legislative clauses and the most recently technical norms 
and shall never act as a substitute of it. 
 
Centrifugal fans with electrical motors present dangerous parts. An inaccurate use, the protection setting-of, the undoing of the protection disposal, inspection and 
maintenance deficiencies could damage equipment and be dangerous for people. 
In particularly, the staff must be informed of the danger when touching: switched-on parts, rotating parts, hot surfaces.  
 
The person in charge of the security has to be sure that the ventilator was moved, installed, inspected, looked after and exclusively repaired by a qualified person that 
must have consequently: 

• a technical training and specific knowledge, knowledge of technical norms and applicable laws, 
• knowledge of the installation and the main security prescription (local and national), 
• the ability of knowing and avoiding any possible dangers.    

 
Any work on the ventilator must be done according the responsible of security and after having verified that:  

• the equipment is switched-off and that no parts of the motor, including eventual auxiliaries, is under tension, 
• the equipment is completely stopped and that any danger of accidental restarting is excluded. 

 
When using the thermic protection with automatically re-establishment, allow appropriate measures in order to avoid dangers bound with the possibility of an 
improvised recovery. A ventilator is a product destined to be used in industrial areas. Therefore, extra measures of protection should be adopted and guaranteed by the 
responsible of installation in case of it could need more restrictive protection conditions. 
 

A) SETTING UP 
The installer is responsible for the choice of the ventilator used for a given installation after having analysed the eventual danger existing in the zone of 
installation, according applicable laws.  
The ventilator is a mechanical component incorporated to an other machine (separate or belonging to an installation) therefore the person in charge of installation must 
assure that, during running, the level of safety for people an equipment against eventual accidental contacts with moving parts must be appropriate. 
The conditions of functioning different to normal ones must always be defined when placing the order, so that the ventilator is not running in conditions that 
compromise security and performances. Information concerning the utilization of the ventilator in explosive atmosphere is defined when selecting the 
equipment.  
 
1) Precautions to be taken before set up : 
- Check that the material is conform to your order and to our delivery-note (we send an acknowledgement for all orders), 
- Check that fan has not been damaged during transport, storage or handling (guarantee only if reserve by the transporter) 
- Avoid any chock that could damage the material, the balance of the impeller and the space between impeller and casing, 
- Insure by hand-driving that the impeller rotates freely on its shaft, 
- Check that the electric current on mains corresponds with supplied voltage of motor, and with connection realized, 
- Check the proper tightening of the bolts, 
- Check that the safety devices (mechanical/electrical) are on service. 
 
2) Set-up : 
a) Connection and fixation of the fan (see also the general rules of installation): 
- Insure that support and connection are plane to avoid any distorsion of the fan and its connection during fixation, 
- Insure the free rotation of the impeller, 
- Take all the precautions in order that not any foreign bodies could penetrate into the fan and come in contact with the wheel, for that it must be fitted up with 

protection grids or filters arranged upstream or downstream, 
- When the fan is mounted on anti-vibration mountings, the following accessories are required : common plate for fan and motor, inlet and outlet connection by 

supple sleeve, high temperatures, 
- Check the alignment of supple sleeves with connection sleeves, 
- Ambient temperature around motor must not exceed 40°C (or else according specifications). 

 
b) Transmission : 
-  Insure that there isn’t any foreign bodies in the transmission (no grease) 
- Check the alignment of the fan with the motor and the parallelism of the pulleys, 
- Never use a lever to mount or dismount the belts (reduce teh tension of the belt), 
- Tender the belts by moving motor on its slides and lock it, 
- Avoid excessive tension of the belt to obtain a slack strand (an excessive tension of belt provides an unusual wear of bearings and shaft, a too much weak tension 

can let the belt slip), 
- Check the tightening of the bearings. 
 
3) Electrical connection : 
- Follow the wiring diagram to be found on motor plate, terminal box or on cover of terminal box, 
- Thermic protection: a control circuit-breaker is recommended. The thermic setting must correspond to the motor amperage, a burnt motor is never under 

guarantee. 
 
4) Starting up and setting : 
- Make sure that the rotation direction of the impeller and the direction of the flow correspond to the direction of the arrows, 
- Check that sound level and vibrations are correct, 
- Control absorbed power of the motor (it must be compatible with motor power), 
- Control belts tension during the first hours of work. After a few days running, re-check the tension as the belts will have seated in and may be need adjustment. 

The belts must wear parallely, a non parallel wear corresponds to a wrong alignment of the pulleys. In this case, change the complete set, 
- Do not exceed the maximum rotation speed and temperature, if the fan is not adapted for overspeed and overheating. Control after 50 hours of working, the 

correct tightening of the hubs (screw on the top of shaft or taperlock). 
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Nota Bene : In presence of an anomaly, stop the fan and look for reasons. A fast intervention can avoid a serious damaging, call   AIRAP technical 

advisor if necessary. 

B) MAINTENANCE  
 
1) Lubrification of the motor : 
The instructions for setting up, maintenance and lubrication of the motor are supplied with the motor. The motor bearings being lubricated for life, no intervention is 
required. 

Exception: some motors have apparent grease nipples, the quality, quantity of grease and the relubrication periodical times are indicated on the motor plate. 

2) Lubrication of the bearings : 
The bearings with or without nipples are pre-lubricated : 

- without nipples : lubricated for life, 
- with nipples : do not over-lubricate too frequently (use a grease with a base Lithium). 
- The bearings-block with a nipple allows a periodic lubrication. 

To insure a good substitution and ejection of the worn grease, injection of fresh grease must be realized in low air-pressure, bearings in rotation (befoe, clean the 
head of nipple). 

3) Access-door : 
Some fans blowing warm air are equiped with an access-door. In this case, check : 

- The cleanness of the impeller, the free rotation of the impeller, the proper tightening of the screw fixing the hub on shaft, 
- Check the proper tightening of the bolts. 

 
4) Transmission : 
- Check tension and appearance of belts, 
- Clean carefully belts. If any must be changed, replace the complete set, clean  the pulleys. 

 
5) Accessories : Check appearance of supple sleeves and anti-vibration mountings. 

 
6) Mounting and dismounting of the impeller : 
 
a) Impeller with hub 285 or 400 with insert in casted iron : 

- Motor-shaft must be cleaned from anti-corrosion protection, let the key in place, 
- Put the impeller on the shaft, the position of the blade angle must be facing the operator, then put in place the removable hub (type SERAX-VECOBLOC) in the 

insert, after greasing the bore, 
- Let the set slide on the motor shaft,  put it near the motor casing and lock the two screws of the removable hub. A thread brake can complete the fixation, 
- Check the correct position of the impeller (centrage, rotation, position in regard of the motor and the casing), 
- To set down the removable hub, it is sufficient to remove the two screws and with one, screw on in the dored hole and release the set, 
- The extraction of the removable hub is easier if the edges of the cleft are a little apart. 

 
Nota Bene : Due to the efficiency of the fixing system (Type SERAX-VECOBLOC), it is not necessary to fit a fixing screw and his lock washer at the end of the motor 
shaft. 

b) Impeller with hub 180 : 
- Motor-shaft must be cleaned from anti-corrosion protection, let the key in place, 
- Put in place the fixing cone in the hub, insure the good contact by tapping with a wooden mallet and let the set slide on the motor shaft, 
- The screw and the washer at the end of the shaft complete the locking of the cone, we add hard thread brake Loctite 270 on screw on motor shaft end. 
- Check the correct position of the impeller (centrage, rotation, position in regard of the motor and the casing), 
For dismounting, do the reverse, dissociate by tapping on the back of the impeller. The removal of the cone is easier if the cleft is apart (except for cone 38). 

 
7) Modification of the impeller characteristics (view 3): 
- If the air-volume or the pressure of the fan has to be modified, it is possible to realize this operation in situ by modifying the pitch angle of the blades, 
- It is necessary to unlock the bolts of the hub and then to move the blades on the required angle, 
- This operation can be made without dismounting the fan by measuring the required blade angle at the extreme end of the blades with a page on which will be 

noted the different blade angles (from 8 to 32°). The reference plane table is the flange of the casing (angle 0°). This operation, for a low variation of blade angle, 
does not require a new balance of the impeller. 

IMPORTANT: Check the nuts and rings every time you modify the pitch angle.  Till July 2012, all impellers are manufactured with right blades; 
before July 2012, impellers type 710 and 800 with hub 180 mm were manufactured with left blades. 

 

C) STORAGE  
- The fan must be stored in secure, without dust, temperature and humidity, 
- The belts must be dismounted and stored flat, 
- Obstruct inlet and outlet in order to avoid intrusion of foreign bodies, 
- Every 6 months, let the impeller turn by hand to avoid damage of the bearings, and move the stopping-point of the electric motor, 
- Before starting, add or change grease can be necessary on the fan and the motor bearings. 

 
D) WARRANTY  

- A fan is warranted for a period of 6 months from the delivery-date, (working 8h/8h except specific requirement) 
- This warranty covers the supply of spare-parts, shipped by carriage to pay, and the changing in our plant of defective pieces  (the sending of the 

equipment will be paid by the customer), 
- The customer must respect the speed and temperature limits indicated in our documentation, or that have been given in our quotation, 
- Our warranty, except reverse precision, covers use in clean air, in standard conditions of temperature (around 20°C). 

 
IMPORTANT 

No warranty can be accepted if the motor burns because of an insufficient protection 
For any claim or spare parts, precise the reference number of the fan, noted on the fan plate. 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1. An obstacle in inlet or outlet can create 
disturbances that reduce fan performances. 

 
 
 

 
2. An elbow directly in inlet of a fan induces 

a reduction of datas ; this reduction comes 
from the non-uniformity of the air-flow 
through the impeller. 

 
 
3. An elbow directly in outlet induces 

disturbances that increase power-loss of 
this elbow and reduce efficiency of the 
fan. 

 
 
4. A sudden widening of section in inlet 

induces a disturbances area that is 
prejudicial to the good running of the fan. 

 
 
5. A reduction directly in outlet induces a 

reduction of performances that can go up 
to 40%. 

 
 
6. In case of supple mounting, insure that 

sleeves are correctly tightened to avoid 
any detachment of air-stream prejudicial 
to efficiency of the fan. 

 
 
7. When an equipment such as battery, 

attenuator or else, is mounted below the 
fan, it is better to blow in a plenum 
equiped, in some cases, with a grille. 

 

TO BE AVOID RECOMMENDED 

          
            
         

G) 
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FLUX D'AIR /AIR DIRECTION/ LUFT RICHTUNG: SENS A

>
  Moteur/Motor                       Hélice/Impeller/Laufrad 

------------------------------------------
      Moteur/Motor                       Hélice/Impeller/Laufrad

<FLUX D'AIR /AIR DIRECTION/ LUFT RICHTUNG: SENS B

8 732 64 1
Virole HCC/Helice/Moteur                          
Casing/Impeller/Motor                                   
Gehäuse/Laufrad/motor

2
Flasque moyeu évidé                                                                 
Halve                                                                          
Gehauserückwand

3
Pales profil droit (3,6,9)                                                               
Right shape (3,6,9)                                                                      
Recht profil (3,6,9)   

4
Flasque moyeu support                                                                  
Halve                                                                         
Gehausevorderwand

5
Douille conique fonte autoblocante                                                   
Taper lock bush                                                                 
Befestigungnabe 

6
Vis Blocage en Bout D'arbre                                                                
Screw                                                                           
Bifestigungschraube

7
Rondelle D'appui                                                                          
Breaking spigot                                                                                
Scheibe

8
Douille conique aluminium                                                         
Centre boss                                                                                          
Nabe
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A000    Impeller burst sight and air direction       Laufrad geplatzter Blick und Luft Richtung 
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ECHELLE 1 : 10

A 
1 Contre-bride                                     Counter Flange                                    Gegenflansch

2 Manchette souple                            Flexible Connector                              Flexibler  Stutzen 

3 Aubage Directeur                            Guide Vane                                          Leitapparat

4 Pieds supports                                   Mounting Feet                                      Geräte-Ständer

5 Virole HCC/Helice/Moteur              Casing/Impeller/Motor                        Gehäuse/Laufrad/Motor

6 Boite à Bornes Moteur                      Motor Terminal Box                              Motor Klemmkasten

7 Atténuateur acoustique                  Attenuator                                             Schalldämpfer 

8 Trappe de visite sur HCL                   Man Hole Door On HCL                       Inspektionklappe Auf HCL

9 Pavillon d'aspiration                          Inlet Cone                                             Einströmdüse

10 Grille/Grille Panier de protection    Inlet-Discharge Grille                            Schutzgitter-Gewölbtes Gitter

11 Virole HCL/Helice/Moteur                CasingHCL/Impeller/Motor                 Gehäuse HCL/Laufrad/Motor

12 Plots antivibratiles                              Anti -Vibrations Mountings                   Schwingungdämpfer

13 Clapet Anti-retour/Virole                  Anti-Return Valve/Casing                    Rückstrom -Klappenventil/Gehäuse                
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